Mutations in BRCA1 from fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue can be artifacts of preservation.
DNA isolated from paraffin-embedded tissues has been used for analysis of DNA alterations in disease states. Use of archival tissue can expedite the gathering of large numbers of specimens from rare disease subtypes that would take years to accumulate prospectively. Therefore, archival tissues from 70 ovarian cancer cases diagnosed before or at age 40 were retrieved for analysis of BRCA1 mutations. DNA was isolated from paraffin-embedded tissue of 70 ovarian cancer cases diagnosed before or at age 40. BRCA1 mutation analysis was conducted by single-strand conformation polymorphism analysis and DNA sequencing. Fifty-eight BRCA1 mutations were found in 34 of the 70 ovarian cancer cases. Twenty-two cases had one mutation each and 12 cases had multiple mutations. Multiple mutations found in histologically normal tissue of 2 cases were not present in matched tumor tissue. For another case, DNA from two separate blocks of normal tissue contained different mutations. These observations were anomalous and suggested that mutations detected in fixed tissues may be artifacts of tissue preservation and not present in the original unfixed tissues. To test this suggestion, blood was obtained from 2 patients for whom mutations were found in fixed, normal tissue. DNA from their unfixed lymphocytes did not contain the mutations found in fixed normal tissue. Thus, mutations found in fixed, paraffin-embedded tissues can be artifacts of tissue preservation. The reliability of DNA sequence data derived from such tissues must be questioned in the absence of corroborating data from unfixed tissues. This severely limits the use of fixed tissues as a source of DNA for retrospective research and for clinical genetic testing in families for which a disease-affected member is not alive.